
WARM UP - SPOT TO SPOT

Spot to Spot is a great exercise to get your dogs heart 
rate up and attention focused on you

TOOLS:  
Collar or Harness, Leash, K9FITvest (try with 
and without to note form)

DURATION:  
For Warm Up: 7-10 times

    INTENSITY: 
    Moderate to easy tempo.  
 
 
    STRENGTHENS:
    All -muscles! Ideal for promoting blood flow and  
    oxygen to the muscles to prepare dog’s body for  
    exercise.

    
What is Spot to Spot? Warm up exercise that encour-
ages full body movements.

Where Can I Do Spot to Spot?
Spot to Spot can be performed inside or outside. Start 
with a level surface like a bed or a mat that you can 
designate as Spot. Increase intensity by using slightly 
elevated targets to warm up propulsion muscles.

Spot to Spot Guidelines:
Create two targets for your dog. Ideally at least 10 ft 
apart. 

1) Use a High-Value Smelly Treat for a Lure
2) Walk Your Dog to Spot 1 - Identify as Spot
3) Reward with a Treat and Ask Your Dog to Sit
4) Walk Your Dog to Spot 2 - Identify as Spot. Repeat 
Reward. 
5) Gradually Increase Speed to fast walk.

Goal: 
Strive for full cooperation of a Sit at each Spot for warm 
up benefits.

sWAG™ TRAINING TIP:  
 
Exercise must be enjoy-
able for the dog perform-
ing it. If a dog does not 
enjoy the activity it is 
being asked to perfrom 
its focus will drift and 
movements will not be 
purposeful - thus lead-

ing to poor technique and substandard 
efforts. Choose activities that your dog 
enjoys doing and you are enthusiastic 
about doing with your dog. It will go a 
long way in ensuring proper form.
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